
CROATIA, ISTRA, VABRIGA



Embrace the magic
We are taking you to a small hidden part of paradise where 

everything is subordinated to your desires, pleasure and joy.

The beauty of luxury 
Our villas are designed to make you feel the magic of luxury and treat 

you to unforgettable moments of joy for all of your senses. In the desire 

to create a special atmosphere of the Northern Mediterranean filled 

with kings’ glory, the scents of past times and gloomy sunsets, we have 

made a special place just for you. You will feel you belong here and that 

it is the exact fictional place you were dreaming about, where you will 

create memories for a lifetime.



Villa Giacinta

Discover the fairy world in the atmosphere 

of a Mediterranean garden and fully 

equipped vacation villa!



Villa Carlotta

Enjoy the beauty of space and the 

pleasant ambience of your summer 

vacation spot!



Villa Melita

Dream the most beautiful dreams 

on holiday in Istria - Terra Magica!



A hug of pleasure

We want your vacation to be perfect and have all you’ve ever wished for, so with the 

help of our experts we do everything to make it happen. In addition to the luxurious 

accommodation, there is an outdoor swimming pool, a sunbathing area, bicycles and a 

barbecue, and we can arrange excursions, visits to attractions and restaurants, provide 

beauticians and private coaches, car or boat rentals as well as many other services 

according to your desires. You can fly with dragons, discover Roman villas, explore birds, 

dive into the world of magic caves, play golf and engage in countless other activities.

We care about your satisfaction and our goal is to spoil you, make your vacation special, 

fill you with beautiful images and experiences, always keeping a large smile on your face.



Villa Medea

Magical place with golden sunlight 

and the blue sea!



Villa Candida

Enjoy the glass of Istrian wine and 

the privacy of your vacation home!



Villa Ginevra

Indulge your senses and allow 

yourself to embrace the luxury 

of Borghetto Villa!



Feel the sea breeze and enjoy the beautiful 
experiences on vacation in our villas!



RESERVATIONS

borghettovillas@finmavi.hr

Borghetto di Porto Santa Marina
Lokvarska 9/35, Vabriga

+385 91 929 2767
+385 91 622 3209

www.finmavi.hr

instagram:  borghettovillas
facebook:  borghettovillas


